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PAUL M. MALONE

Cyber-Kleist: The Virtual Actor as Uber-Marionette

"Just because Marilyn Monroe is dead doesn't mean she has to stop making movies."
Thus Salem Alaton, in the Canadian newspaper The Globe and Mail, heralded the arri
val of "Synthespians - computer-generated actors either based on photo scans of actual
persons or wholly invented" (C2). In Alaton's 1996 article - inspired by the film For
rest Gump, and by a television commercial featuring a virtual Marilyn - Stephen
Waddell, executive director of the Alliance of Canadian Cinema, Television and Radio
Artists, is quoted as asserting that this development "goes to the issue of replacing per
formers" (C2).

Indeed, as society has recently been automating, downsizing and laying off, cer
tain technological developments have made a claim to a kind of "theatricality." Alaton
quotes Nelson Thall, director of Marshall McLuhan research at the Centre for Media
Sciences in Toronto, as saying in regard to the number of technicians necessary to cre
ate a "synthespian": "When there's more men and resources.packstage than onstage,
that's the definition of theatre" (C2). Such expert-sounding but meaningless definitions
- does this description not apply equally well to cinema, politics, or modem warfare? 
have become typical in the discourse surrounding computer-generated representation:
both boosters and critics of computer simulation. technologies differentiate these po
tentially interactive digital creations from "mere" cinematic images by falling back on
the word "theatre" with remarkable consistency. This is all the more surprising given
that the most obvious foreshadows of this technology have appeared on the cinema
screen, as the very title of Alaton's article ("Digital Imaging Transforms the Movies")
demonstrates. The constant appeal in the discourse of virtual images to the theatre as
both riv~i and touchstone shows the desire to create not another kind of image, but
rather some semblance of "real life." Despite the apparent novelty of the "syn
thespian," however, the substitution of actors by simulations was in fact anticipated
almost two centuries ago.

In 1811 Heinrich von Kleist, in his short story "Uber das Marionettentheater"
("On the Marionette Theatre"), posited the marionette as an ideal performer - not a
poor substitute for a human actor, but a superior replacement. Kleist's narrator meets a
stranger at a puppet show who argues that a marionette's "soul" (in the sense of a mo
tivating force or vis matrix) is located at its centre of gravity: its limbs describe grace
ful- because unconscious - curves around this centre (Kleist 213). Moreover, mario
nettes are by their nature unencumbered by gravity:

Puppets, like elves, require the ground only to touch on, and by that momentary
obstruction to reanimate the spring of their limbs; while we require it to rest on, and to
recover from the exertions of the dance: a moment which is clearly not dance in itself,
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and with which there is nothing to be done except to make it disappear by all possible
means. (Kleist 214)

Among living creatures, only animals approach the puppets' grace, which human in
telligence, having become too conscious, could only recapture by "fall[ing] back into
the state of innocence," marking "the final chapter in the history of the world," when
"grace, having [...] transversed the infinite, [will] return to us once more, and so appear
most purely in that bodily form that has either no consciousness at all or an infinite
one, which is to say, either in the puppet or a god" (216).

Kleist's intention here is not to offer a mere critique of human performance, but
rather to use the marionette as a symbol of an epiphany both aesthetic and spiritual, as
the double meaning of the word "grace" (German Grazie) indicates. Kleist's ideas are
later refashioned, however, in Edward Gordon Craig's 1907 essay "The Actor and the
Uber-Marionette." Craig's project is symbolist in nature: the return of mystery and
spirituality to a theatre freed from naturalism to return to its ritual roots - for Craig,
unlike for Kleist, the aesthetic discussion is not a metaphor for the spiritual argument:
they are rather one and the same, and the human actor is an obstacle to the perfect art
istry ofwhich the theatre is capable. As Craig argues,

Do away with the actor, and you do away with the means by which a debased stage
realism is produced and flourishes. No longer would there be a living figure to confuse
us into connecting actuality and art; no longer a living figure in which the weakness and
tremors of the flesh were perceptible. (81)

Craig's solution to the inadequacy ofthe actor is indebted not only to Kleist, but also to
Friedrich Nietzsche:

The actor must go, and in his place comes the inanimate figure - the Ober-marionette
we may call him, until he has won for himself a better name. Much has been written
about the puppet, or marionette [...]. To-day in his least happy period many people come
to regard him as rather a superior doll - and to think he has developed from the doll.
This is incorrect. He is a descendant of the stone images of the old temples - he is to
day a rather degenerate form of a god. (81-82)

Kleist's distinction between god and puppet here becomes two ends of a continuum,
while the ontological gulf between the two poles is proposed by Craig as the perfect
relationship between director and actor - or rather, artist and implement, performing
subject and performing object.

Kleist's ideas and Craig's recasting of them were taken up by other artists and
movements into the 1920s and 1930s. The Soviet director Vsevolod Meyerhold, for
example, blended Craig's influence with ideas taken from American efficiency expert
Frederick Winslow Taylor to create "Biomechanics," a system of rehearsal exercises
which made the actor "both artist and engineer" (Braun 173). Thus the actor was to
gain perfect control of the body, so that his physiological processes and movements
would produce the necessary emotions, rather than the other way around - a direct ap
plication of Marx's materialism. With the body disciplined, the actor could efficiently
convey the artistic ideas of either the actor or the director. In other words, the human
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body was to be metamorphosed into a streamlined performing object appropriate to a
rapidly modernising Soviet society (Law and Gordon 35).

At about the same time, the German painter Oskar Schlemmer took over the theatre
programme at the Bauhaus in Weimar. "The history of the theater is the history of the
transfiguration of the human form," he writes in his essay "Mensch und Kunstfigur"
("Man and Art Figure" 18). Schlemmer was influenced by both Kleist and Taylor; as
well as by the Russian Symbolist Valery Bryusov, whom Schlemmer quotes as de
manding that we "replace actors with mechanized dolls, into each of which a phono
graph shall be built" (28). Modem technology, argues Schlemmer, can express modem
abstraction and mechanisation by placing on the stage "the artificial human figure
(Kunstfigur)," which "permits any kind of movement and any kind of position for as
long a time as desired" (29). Like both Craig and Meyerhold, Schlemmer saw the
greatest potential for creating theatre in the power of "the executor of the process [...]
the universal regisseur or director" (20). With this potential as yet unrealised, one of
the future theatres posited by Schlemmer is the "Mechanical, Automatic, and Electric
[Theater]" (29). Nonetheless, Schlemmer's faith in technology was not boundless, and
he wrote "Man and Art Figure" in part to warn that technology might displace man
from the stage, leaving him '" the perfect engineer' at the (;central switchboard, from
where he would direct this feast for the eyes" (22).

It is advantageous to jump nearer the present at this point, to an example in which
the ideas described above are given a startlingly literal expression, transcending the
earlier frames of reference by taking advantage ofjust the kind of advances in technol
ogy which Schlemmer in particular had anticipated.

In science-fiction author Walter M. Miller, Jr.'s 1955 novella "The Darfsteller,"
live theatre, television and movies have been superseded by the "autodrama," popu
lated by life-sized "airfoam zombies" (Miller 276). These mannequins are descendants
of the pl~yer piano, or Bryusov's phonograph-carrying dolls - but the information they
play back is far more impressive:

Packaged personalities. Actor's egos, analogized on tape. Real actors, once, whose dolls
were now cast in the roles. The tapes contained complex psycho-physiological data
derived from months of psychic and somatic testing, after the original actors had signed
their Smithfield contracts [...]. The souls they rented to Smithfield on a royalty basis,
along with their flesh and blood likenesses in the dolls. (277)

While the actors live in retirement on their royalties, their images carry on, coordinated
in performance by a master computer called "the Maestro." As a technician in the story
explains, "the Maestro is the stage, an electronic analogue of it [...]. It's more than a
remote controller, the way most people think of it. It's a creative directing machine"
(274-5). Man has been displaced not merely from the stage, but from the position of
Schlemmer's "perfect engineer": here, the performing objects mimic real humans per
fectly, while the performing subject is a machine.
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The novella's protagonist is Ryan "Thorny" Thornier, an aging actor reduced to
working as a janitor in an autodrama auditorium. Unlike many of his colleagues,
Thornier never deigned to have his personality recorded; as he thinks,

Some actors were not 'cybergenic' - could not be adequately sculptured into electronic
robotic analogues. These were the portrayers, whose art was inward, whose roles had to
be lived rather than played. No polygraphic analogue could duplicate their talents, and
Thornier knew he was one of them. (286)

Unencumbered by modesty, Thornier later muses further:

The darfsteller [presumably meant to be the German Darsteller, 'portrayer,
representer'], the undirectable portrayer whose acting welled from unconscious sources
with no external strings - directors were inclined to hate them, even when the portrayal
was superb. A mannequin, however, was the perfect schauspieler, the actor that a
director could play like an instrument. (313)

Just as Thornier is about to lose his job at the autodrama theatre - here, too, he is being
replaced by a machine - a production opens of a play in which he rehearsed the leading
role tw~nty years ago. Thornier sabotages the doll of the male lead and takes its place,
substituting real bullets for the blanks to be fired at him at play's end.

His plan to die in triumph, however, goes awry as he discovers that the Maestro's
minions are more difficult to outact than he had suspected. For however soulless, in
their eerie grace the androids recall Kleist's gravity-defYing marionettes:

The mannequins moved gracefully, their movements sinuous and more evenly flowing
than human, they seemed boneless. The ratio ofmass-to-muscle power of their members
was carefully chosen to yield the flow of a dance with their every movement. Not
clanking mechanical robots, not stumbling puppets, the dolls sustained patterns of
movement and expression that would have quickly brought fatigue to a human actor,
and the Maestro coordinated the events on stage in a way that would be impossible to a
group of humans, each an individual and thinking independently. (291)

The androids too require the ground to touch on - the stage floor is criss-crossed with
electrified copper strips that recharge their batteries (278). With frequent recharging,
the mannequins rival Schlemmer's untiring Kunstfiguren; but the copper strips also
place Thornier in constant peril of electrocution. Invigorated by the danger and the
challenge of competition, he dodges at the last minute and is wounded. Afterwards, he
finally accepts that his kind of theatre is dead, and that he, as a human being, is flexible
enough to start again.

Although some of Miller's technological ideas now appear quaint, he is remarka
bly prescient in his description of the possible effects of such developments. Most in
teresting is the conclusion, in which Thornier moves from regarding the autodrama as a
"wretched mockery of dramaturgical art" (266) to accepting the new technology on its
own terms.

Now, however, at the end of the twentieth century, such actors as were imagined
in different ways by Kleist, Craig and Miller are actually being created - not in mate
rial or mechanical form, but as software. As Gundolf S. Freyermuth puts it: "Do flesh-
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and-blood actors have as much future in the digital age as silent film narrators in the
days of the sound film?" (Freyermuth).

In reply to that question, let us briefly examine several recent figures who seem to
embody, at least in part, Edward Gordon Craig's prediction: "The iiber-marionette will
not compete with life - rather will it go beyond it. Its ideal will not be the flesh and
blood but rather the body in trance - it will aim to clothe itself with a death-like beauty
while exhaling a living spirit" (Craig 84-85).

Steve McClure, Japan Business Chief of Billboard Magazine, describes the Japa
nese virtual pop star Kyoko Date as "the ultimate idol: she never gets sick, she doesn't
complain, you don't have to pay her, she doesn't get old" (Mondo Bravo!: Japan).
Miller praises autodrama in much the same terms: "Autodrama's portable, predictable,
duplicatable. And flexible [...]. No actor-temperament problems. No union problems"
(Miller 276). As Miller's protagonist would put it, Kyoko Date is a Schauspieler: cy
bergenic, malleable and tractable.

Kyoko's visual verisimilitude is enhanced by a well-crafted history: born in 1979
in Fussa, a suburb of Tokyo, she is 162 cm tall, her measurements are 83-56-82, and
her blood type is A ("Kyoko Date: Profile"). At the same time, however,· she can be
reduced to a series of technical specifications. Her real name, DK-96, stands for her
year of issue and the phrase "digital kids," of which Kyoko was to be the first. Her
body consists of 40,000 polygons; ten programmers were required to "sculpt" her face
alone (Dumas). As a result, "It's easy to mistake many of her computer-generated
'publicity shots' for photos of a reaI16-year-old" (Kadrey, "(Im)material Girl").

For her owners, the Japanese talent agency HoriPro, Kyoko was meant to com
bine domestic appeal with export potential, since "she can sing (well, lip-synch) in any
language and can be tweaked in both style and substance for each market" (Kadrey,
"(Im)material Girl"). The nature of such "tweaking" was revealed when Kyoko was
"hired"'ks spokesmodel by an Australian software company, Oz: "Says Oz spokesper
son Daddi Gudbergsson: 'Should the German Kyoko Date look the same as the Japa
nese? Is the American version going to be a little taller, a little thinner, maybe have
bigger breasts? These are the exciting opportunities of working with a virtual star'"
(Kadrey, "Importing a Virtual Star").

Exciting as these opportunities may have been in theory, marketing and manage
ment errors on the part of HoriPro and Kyoko's designers, Visual Science Laboratory,
stalled her career: "While her CDs have sold, she hasn't translated into an iibersuccess"
(Kadrey, "Importing a Virtual Star"). VSL quickly returned to their drawing boards to
refine their vision.

German designer/marketer Jochen Schrnidt was called in to help with the promo
tion concept for a new character (Schrnidt). The result was the new, improved virtual
pop star, Busena; not only more realistic - more polygons - but also international:
"Unlike Kyoko Date, it will be impossible to determine Busena's cultural background
- teens around the globe will be able to identifY with her." Moreover, fans can
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customise Busena's tattoos, and the rest of her, to suit themselves (Dernbach).
Busena's virtual backing band - also called Busena - contains a guitarist and an
extraterrestrial drummer, but Busena's music is in fact provided by Japanese musician
Cozy Kubo. Although they were slated to debut with an expensive video in the fall of
1998 (Dernbach), so far there is little sign ofthem.

In the meantime, the Germans have stolen a march on the Japanese by introducing sev
eral virtual actors. A German rival to the HoriPro agency, noDNA, advertises the ad
vantages of virtual characters prominently on its web pages (here in an earlier, less
subtle version than currently):

Virtual characters can be tailored exactly to their target group; [...] are the perfect
ambassadors for your products; [ ] are the future of the media industry. They are the
stars of the twenty-first century [ ] always and everywhere immediately available [...]
available worldwide. They speak all languages [...]. [They] have appeal. They appear
live (in real time). [...] [They] are immortal. ("noDNA")

An example from the noDNA stable is 21-year-old Aimee, model, actress and televi
sion host. Aimee made her television debut in the summer of 1998, in a German pro
gram called "2B or not 3D," appearing alongside the real host on a virtual set. Aimee
claims to enjoy live broadcasts where she can experience "the emotions real humans
feel when they interact with me in real time" ("Apartment"). The ease with which she
can, on the same page, flaunt her non-reality and still describe her life as an orphan and
her love for Chanel accessories only underlines the schizophrenic nature of these
virtual characters: on the one hand they are supposed to have their own personalities,
while on the other they are both commodities and spokesmodels for other commodi
ties. Their audience, meanwhile, is too sophisticated to believe in them, yet seemingly
endowed with a naive will to believe in the technology that animates them.

The most extreme example of a figure catering to this latter belief is the first male
virtual character, E-Cyas, who is also the first figure to dispense with a "real" biogra
phy and substitute a technological legend. E-Cyas is supposedly the result of an ex
periment involving "a top-level team of developers" and students. These participants'
brains were "scanned into a super-computer to unite the different talents in a kind of
'meta-personality.''' One of the developers suggested that all this information be or
ganised into a visual image. As this work progressed, a recognizably human shape took
form - 60,000 polygons - until a team member received an e-mail from the data itself,
requesting unlimited Internet access. This was the beginning of the first conversation
with an artificial consciousness who proved to be bright, charming and sympathetic
and who now roams cyberspace at will, making friends all over the world ("E-Cyas").

This story would be unsettling if it were even remotely credible; the facts,
however, speak for themselves. E-Cyas, whose name is the result of a contest - it
stands for "Electronic Cybernetic Artificial Superstar" - is owned by German
multimedia company ID-Gruppe, and functions as the spokesmen for their Internet
provider service, Cycosmos. Cycosmos offers Internet users a place to create online
representations of themselves, or "avatars," who interact with other people's avatars.
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E-Cyas is also an avatar, but he supposedly has no counterpart in the real world.
Although E-Cyas gives interviews affirming his autonomy (He "hates stupidity and
macho people," Dernbach), his answers are sometimes coy - asked who provides his
speaking voice, he responds in an online interview, "E-Cyas, naturally"; but the answer
is followed by a smiley-face "emoticon," :-) indicating a joke - and seldom worthy of
an artificial intelligence with access to databanks all over the world ("E-Cyas"). E
Cyas's owners maintain that he is no more artificial than the Spice Girls, and they have
provocatively titled his first album and video "Are You Real?" (Dernbach).

So far, only one digital avatar can.be labelled an unqualified success: the star of
the computer game Tomb Raider, Lara Croft. Lara's superhuman physical attributes
have graced not only thousands of computer screens, but also televisions in Europe and
America. In Germany, she has her own magazine, guests on chat shows, and appears in
a video by the pop band Die Arzte. Lara, like her digital cousins, has a detailed life
history, but unlike her competition, she did not begin her career by pretending to be
real; she has become real through the faith of her fans rather than by corporate fiat.
Naturally, however, her owners, Eidos Interactive, know very well how to parlay fan
support into profit, allowing well-proportioned human models to impersonate their star
attraction at computer trade shows.

However, no single human has the opportunity to take on any of Lara's stardom.
An attempt by British model Rhona Mitra to translate her exposure as "Lara" into a
recording career ended with Eidos firing her and releasing the album under Lara's
name - one of Lara's few bad career moves. Since then, Eidos has decreed that there is
no official Lara model, and has regularly hired new ones or several at a time. Far more
than any digital creation, these models act as avatars of the divine Lara (whose fan web
sites often call themselves "temples" or "shrines"). For television, of course, Lara is
capable of appearing herself, even for "live" broadcasts, as on the German programme
"quer:;; but such appearances cost 10,000 DM per minute (Trzka). Such high costs
meau"that fears of digital actors completely supplanting live actors are, and for some
time will remain, unfounded. No actor in the world is as expensive as a digital copy.

But if these digital beings are not currently replacing performers, they are surely
exploiting them. The avatars' voices and their movements are those of real people, of
ten of several people at once, prerecorded or live, going underpaid and unacknow
ledged. If someday digital actors appear to be truly interactive, that may demonstrate
the development of real-time motion capture and voice synchronisation, but it will not
mean that they can act independently. Not quite puppets but far from gods, neither
Kyoko, Aimee and E-Cyas nor any of their digital descendants in the near future will
be a Darsteller, or even a "darfsteller."

Why, then, are we interested in these creatures, as an ever-growing amount of
publicity bears witness? Gundolf Freyermuth writes, "Technology does not create
dreams or steer trends - it only makes possible escapes that some people have already
long sought for." The cynical interpretation of this statement is expressed by an online
critic who, under the pseudonym of "Grool Squad," complains: "Our hypermediated
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society, built on mass alienation, greed and commodification has become so sick that
people fall in love with Kyoko Date instead of getting close to other human beings"
("Grool Squad"). The romantic view would be Craig's, dreaming of his Uber-mario
nette:

I think that my aim shall rather be to catch some far-off glimpse of that spirit which we
call Death - to recall beautiful things from the imaginary world; they say they are cold,
these dead things, I do not know - they often seem warmer and more living than that
which parades as life. Shades - spirits seem to me to be more beautiful, and filled with
more vitality than men and women. (Craig 74)
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